
  

Trinity Cathedral to present 
Arvo Pärt’s Passio on Good Friday 
 
by Daniel Hathaway 

 
For four decades, 
Trinity Cathedral has 
presented an evening 
concert on Good 
Friday, often dedicated 
to a setting of the 
Passion of Jesus drawn 
from one of the four 
Gospels.  
 

On Friday, March 30 at 7:30 pm, music director Todd Wilson will lead the Cathedral 
Choir, soloists, and members of Trinity Chamber Orchestra in a particularly striking 
setting of the Passion according to John by Estonian composer Arvo Pärt. Completed 
in Austria in 1982, Passio was the culmination of Pärt’s tintinnabuli style, and in 
many ways harks back to the liturgical passion settings of the middle ages. 
 
In one of several near-mystical statements explaining that style of composition, Pärt 
wrote on his website, 
 

Tintinnabulation is an area I sometimes wander into when I am 
searching for answers — in my life, my music, my work. In my dark 
hours, I have the certain feeling that everything outside this one thing has 
no meaning. The complex and many-faceted only confuses me, and I must 
search for unity. What is it, this one thing, and how do I find my way to 
it? Traces of this perfect thing appear in many guises — and everything 
that is unimportant falls away. Tintinnabulation is like this…The three 
notes of a triad are like bells. And that is why I call it tintinnabulation.  
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Wilson last performed Passio at Trinity in 2012, and thinks this is an auspicious 
occasion to repeat it. In a telephone conversation, I asked the conductor to describe 
what listeners on Friday evening can expect to experience.  
 
“If you’ve heard any music by Arvo Pärt, this is typical of his strong sense of mood,” 
he said. “It’s not lush, it’s stark, but deeply felt in the emotional sense that comes 
along with a lot of his music. His setting of the passion narrative is really gripping, 
and it holds the attention from beginning to end. The final passage is nothing short of 
magical. The whole work revolves around a-minor triads for an hour and ten minutes. 
Then after Jesus dies, there’s a bit of silence, and the choir comes in on a hushed 
D-major chord — a stroke of genius at that point that’s unforgettable for any 
listener.” 
 

 
 
Wilson went on to describe the performing forces. “Unusually, the role of the 
Evangelist is sung by four soloists in various combinations — a very interesting 
notion. Tenor and bass soloists sing the roles of Pilate and Jesus. The instruments — 
organ, oboe, bassoon, violin, and cello — are used in all possible combinations. The 
Choir takes the part of the crowd in sporadic passages that may be ten minutes apart.” 
 
Paul Hillier and the Hilliard Ensemble were among the first to perform Passio and 
make it their own. Counterenor David James said that the work represented the 
defining moment that fully introduced them to Pärt’s music and revealed its 
uniqueness.  
 
On the Passio page of Universal Edition’s website, James underscored Todd 
Wilson’s description of the magic of that D-major moment late in Passio: 
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If you look at the score of Passio and analyse it, it is very, very 
spartan…there are actually only three keys used. And then at the very 
end…at the critical moment when Christ is on the cross and is about to 
die, suddenly, the four Evangelists come together on one unison A-note. 
And then there’s this silence, this death…he gave up his spirit. And then 
there’s this extraordinary moment when the choir and everybody comes 
in, in D-major…every time, it sends shivers down my spine. It’s like the 
richest Brahms you’ve ever heard, and you realise that there is life 
afterwards. This is the most important moment, the death, but it’s 
actually looking forward, it’s for a reason, it’s a positive thing, and I 
think that this last page is the most stunning page of music you could 
ever wish to hear. 

 
Trinity’s performance of Passio on March 30 is free, but an offering will be received 
during the concert. 
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